Shaping up for Summer
MAY UPDATE

VEGETABLES

Each month Total Produce provides an
update on what is happening in the
marketplace.
We explain which new lines we expect
to see in the following month, the
Produce causing us concern and which
lines are at their very best.

OVERVIEW
May is truly a chef’s delight,
transforming our chums in white into
the proverbial kid in a sweet shop. We
will see a profusion of summer produce
appearing which sets the tone and
shapes many menus for the coming
months.
With a treasure trove of local and
UK-wide products available it is
absolutely the time to think about
provenance!
We also have a few products in
transition to be aware of so please take
a few minutes to read on so we can
guide you through the early summer
labyrinth of produce.

www.totalproducelocal.co.uk

UK Leeks and Carrots will start to
disappear as the season finishes. This is
the same for Spanish Broccoli and
Onions.
Israeli and Spanish Carrots have both
started. We will also see more Spanish
and French Leeks appearing. Prices
will be higher as a result of being
imported in.
Large Chilean Onions have started
replacing the Spanish, but we’ve been
told the Spanish new season isn’t far
away and so the prices should settle
back down again by June.
Look out for English Cabbages coming
back into season later this month, with
some good quality Primo, Savoy, and
Pointed Hispi.
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Jersey Royals now have some
competition with good quality Cornish
New Season Potatoes. Prices have
been really high so ask before you buy!
There is a slim chance we may just see a
little English Broccoli just before the
end of the month, but realistically it's
more likely to be early June, again
because of the colder weather in April.

Look Out For
UK Strawberries
UK Raspberries
UK Tomatoes
Isle of Wight Heritage Tomatoes
UK Asparagus
UK Salad Leaves
UK Lettuce
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UK Spring Onions have started and
already stopped again because they are
suffering from white rot. As a result, we
have no choice but to move back to
imported until quality improves. This
issue should resolve itself in a week or
so.

We will see the end of the season for
European Apples but will move over to
the Southern Hemisphere.
Spanish Lemons are finishing, these
move over to South African.
UK
Conference Pears will disappear and
moving over to imported.
Spanish Watermelons have already
started with other varieties following
close behind.

SALAD
As the Spanish season finishes, there is
normally a flurry of last-minute
produce sent into the country, one of
which is not really value for money.
Rest assured we will try and prevent
that from happening this year!
The Dutch season is well underway, this
includes all the favourites, Peppers,
Cucumbers (naked where possible),
Tomatoes
and
not
forgetting
Aubergine.

We’ve seen Peaches and Nectarines
on the market, its early in the season, so
expect them to be firm. This will
improve the further we get into the
month.
Spanish Peaches and
Nectarines will be around mid to late
month in the traditional round varieties
with the Flat (Donut) following soon
after.
We
have
some
beautiful
UK
Strawberries on the market as well as
Dutch/Belgium. UK Raspberries will
be available towards the end of the
month.

English Tomatoes will become more
available as the month progresses.
Sensational Isle of Wight mixed colour
Heritage Tomatoes are becoming
more plentiful and are a real treat on
the plate!
By the middle of the month, we should
start seeing English Salad Leaves
coming through. A little later than
normal years but the cold nights are
slowing the crop down a bit this year.
These include Iceberg, Cos, and
Little Gem.

We
should
start
seeing
UK
Courgettes, especially if the nights
start getting warmer.

EXOTICS
With Lettuces from Southern France
coming to a close, and northern not yet
started due to the same colder
conditions we’ve seen in the UK, we are
all holding our breath for the English
season to start. We are told it should be
around the middle of May. Loose
course French Spinach is the
exception, this has started coming
through from the northern regions.
Imported Corn on the Cob has
started and should become more
plentiful the further we go into the
month.
English Asparagus, Green, White,
and Purple are all now available.
As mentioned above, English Rosso,
Oakleaf, Biondi, and Radicchio will
all be starting mid-May.

Be sure to check out our website & sign up to your local depots mailing list
www.totalproducelocal.co.uk
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